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We put a man on the moon because Sputnik made us mad at being number two in ... the dynamics of wrath (Laws of Character). He accepts Aristotle s principle that virtue is the means between ...
The Anger Mantra
(Aristotle said that friendship was no less than ... The sacrifices they have made ̶ almost indescribable. In 2011, I spoke with Biscet ̶ Dr. Óscar Elías Biscet ̶ just after he was ...
The Corner
Aristotle had rightly said that

Man is by nature a social animal

and no individual can survive alone in absence of a society. However, this coronavirus has created distances among people and ...

Consulting firm Ambit Collective LLP saved lives with technology
He built his own house, made his own clothes ... Yet, the willfulness of human nature makes it difficult for us to settle for the easy; we want understanding of it, not the experience. Thought begins ...
Freedom and Limits
Philosophers (from John Dewey to Luc Boltanski) have long recognized that societies are made up of competing and conflicting ... economists believed that value was an objective fact. Aristotle thought ...
Measuring Social Value
can be made out of a true physical theory, that is, of inquiries into physical reasons

(Çimen 2018, 3). As we shall see (especially in § 3), Bruno would have subscribed to this latter version of ...

Changing conceptions of mathematics and infinity in Giordano Bruno s vernacular and Latin works
If by classics one means primarily the study of texts from antiquity written in Greek and Latin, then there
Classic Books or Diverse Books?
The simpler systems, like Galen s or Jung

s a good case to be made for requiring ... Plato, Aristotle, and the ancient ...

s, have won the greatest favor, but those which linked mental to physical qualities of constitution, as Aristotle

s and Kretschmer ... in word-association ...

Father and Sons
could have been made a criminal for anything other than having wanted to establish beyond doubt the motion of the earth, which I know well to have been once censured by some cardinals. But I thought I ...
The World of Descartes
Can they speak difficult truths ... speechwriter̶a tall and stately man who conveyed the easy confidence of someone who had already made his name and neither needed nor wanted anything from ...
When Bill Clinton s Veep Vetting Process Revealed That Al Gore Had No Friends
But there are no signs of domesticated grain at Göbekli Tepe, suggesting that its residents hadn

t yet made the leap to farming ... earlier than was previously thought ̶ even before there ...

How ancient people fell in love with bread, beer and other carbs
Can they speak difficult truths, or do they genuflect to preserve ... and chief speechwriter̶a tall and stately man who conveyed the easy confidence of someone who had already made his name and ...
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